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3 – Pocono Jackpot Pick 5

@DRFHarness
Did you ever jot down on a piece of paper (or
nowadays dictate to your phone) something
you wanted to remember? I do it all the time
when it comes to ideas for my columns.
This week I came up with 15 different topics
on my sheet of paper, which would make for
a War and Peace length column if I went in
depth in each. So let’s see if I can get my points
across in 1,000 words or less.

1 – No Inquiry in the Meadowlands Pace

Come See The Show following in her
mom’s footsteps?, Page 3
Bit Of A Legend N tries his luck in
wide-open Gerrity, Page 4
Bob Marks: More questions and
answers, Page 5
Ryan Macedonio: Wasting our best
horses on elim races, Page 6
Jay Bergman: Does regulation lead
to an alternate outcome?, Page 7
Video analysis from Derick Giwner &
Matt Rose on the Gerrity +
Weekend Stakes Schedule , Page 8

There has been plenty of back and forth as
to whether Huntsville should have or even
could have been disqualified for racing inside
one pylon prior to winning by only a head. I’m
firmly in the no DQ corner since there really
wasn’t much to gain by going inside that pylon,
but the bottom line is that the Judges should
have illuminated the inquiry just to let the
betting public know they were looking at it;
better safe than sorry.

2 – Hawthorne Jackpot Hi-5
Like most bettors on Saturday night, I
watched and wagered on the Jackpot Hi-5
from Hawthorne with a $240k-plus mandatory payout. What boggles my mind is why
there was so much dead air between the post
parade and off-time. I’m not asking for that
6-8 minutes period to be filled with in-depth
analysis, but could we at least be updated on
the pool totals?

10%

Whether you want to bet into any Jackpot bet like the Pocono Pick 5, which offers
a very high takeout rate, is another subject
altogether. But can the poor bettors at least be
informed if there are any live combinations to
take down the entire pool going into the last
race? Wouldn’t you like to know if you have a
live number heading into the final race?

4 – Downbytheseaside
Huntsville raced great in winning the Meadowlands Pace, but let’s give a ton of credit to
Downbytheseaside as well. He fought all three
early season 3-year-old pacing battles and was
still at the top of his game in the third.

5 – Magic Presto
While I’m not quite ready to pronounce her
the Hambletonian Oaks champion in an upset
over Ariana G, I really liked what I saw from
Magic Presto in the Del Miller. She finished
1-1/2 lengths behind Ariana G while getting
locked in the pocket. I don’t think we’ve seen
her best mile yet.

6 – Walner
This horse is an absolute machine. Unless
another 3-year-old trotter is sitting on five
lengths or he can’t handle two heats, I can’t
see any way he doesn’t win the Hambletonian.

7 – Filibuster Hanover
The bettors love this horse. He took a fair
amount of money in both his Meadowlands
Pace elimination and the final despite sporting a less than ideal gait on the track. One day
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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11 – Uniform USTA Rules

Speaking of a horse that will get there one
day. I know 3-year-old trotter Sortie has ability.
Will he ever stay trotting the mile to prove it?

Great to see John Campbell already taking
a leading role by spearheading the need
for uniform racing rules across the United
States. It would certainly be nice for bettors
to see consistency in judging regardless of
track and I know many horsemen would love
to not need 15 rule books when figuring out
how much medication they can legally use.

9 – Tim Tetrick in the Hall of Fame

12 – No Show Wagering

Do we really have to wait for Tim Tetrick to
reach 40 or older to make the Harness Racing
Hall of Fame? The guy has FIVE Meadowlands Pace wins, at least one Hambletonian
win with perhaps another on the way in a few
weeks, is fifth in career earnings for drivers,
holds top three spots for individual years in
terms of earnings, and won the most races in
a single season with 1,189. I don’t care if he is
12 years old. He should be in the Hall of Fame.

I saw a six-horse field of 2-year-old filly
pacers the other day with no show wagering.
This despite four of the horses having a perfect
record in one career start, another horse with
two wins and a second in four starts and a
final horse with a second-place finish in one
start. Who in their right mind would bet a
horse to show in that race? Or almost any
2-year-old race early in the season?

he’ll be 100% sound in the post parade and I
hope I’m paying attention to capitalize.

8 – Sortie

10 – Hannelore Hanover
I’m not Yannick Gingras, but I’m pretty
sure even I could have driven her to victory
in the Miss Versatility last Saturday. At the
very least, I’d love to try . . . lol.

13 – Adios Entrants
The Adios may have lured more horses
than the Meadowlands Pace, but let’s take
that with a grain of salt since six of the horses
entered are from the Ron Burke barn. I’m not
sure it makes sense to have three horses in

each $25,000 elimination, especially when
you are likely facing the top two ranked colts
in the country in the $400,000 final. Maybe
there is strength in numbers?

14 – Boston Red Rocks
Is there really such a thing as seconditis?
Boston Red Rocks puts in a huge effort week
after week but can’t seem to get over the hump.
Some people don’t agree but just like humans,
I believe horses get confidence when they win.
Boston Red Rocks could simply be one win
away from moving to the head of the class.

15 – Watching the Races
With the majority of harness racing viewership coming off track via simulcast wagering, is it really too much to ask for the person
operating the pan camera to keep it steady
and at the proper range? I keep seeing races
where the camera is way ahead of the field
or well behind. What about the “drunk shot”
where the camera shakes back and forth? I
watched one track the other day where the
camera zoomed out so much as the horses
approached the wire that the horses looked
more like ants.

Richard Young hoping for another star in Come See The Show
By Derick Giwner
A quick search on the internet will tell you
that the chances of lightning hitting the same
person twice is right around 1 in 9 million.
Thankfully for owner Richard Young the
chances are much more generous when it
comes to finding a top pacing filly.
Richard Young along with his wife Joanne
own Put On A Show, a multi-millionaire who
was at one time was the fastest pacing mare
in history with a 1:47 3/5 clocking at The
Meadowlands in 2012. Shebestingin broke
her record with a 1:47 win at Lexington in
2013, but Put On A Show remains as one of
the most talented race mares in North American history.
While success on the racetrack only equates
to becoming an accomplished broodmare on
occasion, Put On A Show may have produced
a special filly in Come See The Show. The
2-year-old daughter of Somebeachsomewhere
won her career debut in the fastest of four
Pennsylvania Sire Stakes divisions at The
Meadows on Tuesday (7/18) afternoon with a
1:52 3/5 clocking as the 3-5 favorite.
Come See The Show showed her heart in
that Meadows start by overcoming a firstover trip and edging clear by three-quarters
of a length at the wire.
“Not at the half but before the race, yes,”
said Richard Young as to whether he thought
the filly would win.
By all accounts Come See The Show is a
striking filly with great size. Young says she
is already as big as her mom, who checked in
at 16 hands.
Come See The Show was purchased by
Young at the Lexington Selected Sale last

Chris Gooden

Tim Tetrick sent Come See The Show to the rim & she grinded out a win at The Meadows.
Fall for $550,000, though he already owned
two-thirds of her as the original owner who
was dissolving a partnership with Craig
Henderson. She is the second foal from Put
On A Show. Beach Showoff, her 2014 foal,
never quite made an impact on the track and
was bred in 2017. She will sell at auction in
foal this fall according to Young.
As for Come See The Show, the sky is the
limit at this point in her career. She showed
spectacular speed coming home in 25 4/5 in
a qualifier at The Meadowlands and proved
that was no fluke in her first pari-mutuel
start for trainer Linda Toscano.
Come See The Show will race on the PA

Sire Stakes circuit for the time being with
her next start coming at The Meadows again
in three weeks. Assuming there are no roadblocks along the way, the plan is to send her
to Canada in September as Mohawk has a
bunch of stakes for 2-year-old filly pacers
including the rich She’s A Great Lady on the
fourth Saturday of the month.
Young is not sure whether lightning will
strike twice and Come See The Show ends up
anywhere near as good as her mom, but he is
hoping for the best.
“My expectations were to breed a top stakes
filly like her mom,” said Young. “I race horses
so I hope I can race her for three more years.”

Bit Of A Legend N faces close-knit field in $260,000 Gerrity
By Jay Bergman
Trainer Peter Tritton is in the midst of an
incredible year. Still, the trainer takes nothing for granted. Specifically last year’s Levy
winner Bit Of A Legend N. The veteran son
of Bettor’s Delight landed post five in Saturday’s Joseph Gerrity Jr. Memorial, a $260,000
feature at Saratoga.
“I wish he was a little closer to the inside,”
said Tritton when informed of how the rest
of the field lined up. “I would much rather be
inside of Somewhere In L A.”
Therein lies the problem of racing over a
half-mile track with a group of horses that
remains quite evenly matched. Post position
plays a major part in the trip and outcome in
these types of races.
Yet Tritton is wont to complain too bitterly
since the same Bit Of A Legend N did capture
the Molson earlier this year over the halfmile track at Western Fair after landing the
pole position for that race.
“I think he’s a better horse if he can get
the front in these half-mile track races,” said
Tritton of Bit Of A Legend N, who best can be
remembered as the horse that swept through
the Levy series to its championship in 2016.
Last year Bit Of A Legend N stepped out of
his comfort zone and battled Wiggle It Jiggleit
in the Gerrity finishing a solid second.
“He was coming off a six-week layoff,” said
Tritton. “He had just one start back before
the Gerrity but he put in a good mile.”
The conditions and the field are much
different in 2017 with only last year’s thirdplace finisher All Bets Off returning among
the eight prospects.
“I’m very happy with the way he’s coming
into the race,” said Tritton.
“He was very good in his last start,” said
Jordan Stratton, who will guide Bit Of A
Legend N. “It’s tough when they assign you
the outside in those races at Yonkers and
there’s speed inside.”
While there will be no Wiggle It Jiggleit
this time around, the Gerrity could prove to
be one of the best races of 2017 as racing secretary Peter Iovino has done an impressive job
not just assembling the field but managing to
spread the contenders out by chance.
Levy Memorial and Franklin winner
Keystone Velocity has been the best aged
pacer in North America. Trainer Rene

Allard’s charge will have to overcome a solid
field as well as post eight in the Gerrity, with
driver Simon Allard potentially needing
more than Superman’s cape to get the job
done this Saturday.
Along the inside is perennial bridesmaid
Boston Red Rocks. Most recently runnerup in the Haughton at The Meadowlands,
Boston Red Rocks drew the pole position for
the Gerrity with Brett Miller in the bike for
trainer Steve Elliott.
Haughton champ Mach It So has been a
major player over the half-mile track during
his career and enters the contest at the top
of his game. Trainer Jeff Bamond Jr. has
the veteran son of Mach Three hitting on all
cylinders and that will need to be the case
again if he’s to triumph this Saturday. Mach
It So starts from post seven.
Graduate final winner Sintra was simply
spectacular when racing just 4-year-olds.
Trainer Dave Menary’s charge could be in
the most perfect position starting from post
four. Jody Jamieson will guide Sintra, who
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earlier this year was impressive in an elimination of the Confederation Cup at Flamboro
only to land post eight in the final and finish
a credible third.
Somewhere In L A has been at the top of his
game all year long for trainer Rich Banca and
is the second richest horse in the field in 2017
with over $400K banked in a hefty 22 starts.
The son of Somebeachsomewhere brings
Yonkers Raceway’s leading driver Jason
Bartlett along with him for the ride from post
three.
All Bets Off (post two) and Clear Vision
(post seven) round out the stellar field as race
six of 14 with a first post at 7:05 p.m.
Bit Of A Legend N is not the only older
performer in the Tritton barn. He has been
giving Blue Chip Matchmaker winner Mackenzie A and Ben Stafford Jr. Memorial winner
Mossdale Conner N some time off. Both last
raced on May 28 at Harrah’s Philadelphia. “I
want to give them some time and race them
sparingly in the fall,” said Tritton. “I’m going
to stake them more heavily in 2018.”
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Bit Of A Legend N starts from post five in Saturday’s Gerrity at Saratoga.
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Book for yearling
Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
season
early
Breeders Crown starters
Huntsville,
Walner & get
special pricing

EXPANDED BREEDERS CROWN EDITION

By Derick Giwner

From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
Top Stories

Jay Bergman: Walner brings
memories of first Crown READ MORE
Burke with 17 chances to win a
Breeders Crown Final READ MORE

HARNESS LIVE! has you covered
with live video & real-time analysis
for the Breeders Crown READ MORE
Always B Miki, Wiggle It Jiggleit
meet in epic Crown Final, Page 5
Darin Zoccali: Trixton/Taylor Made
deal could be game-changer, Page 6

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.

More questions and answers for racing
ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
@BobMarks3
Imitation is said to be the most sincere
form of flattery. So, we’ll continue a salute to
Clyde Hirt’s Impertinent Questions Columns
that graced Harness Eye’s patriarch newspaper Sports Eye for so many years.
Why don’t they cover harness racing
anymore? Meaning the non-trade journals,
as our own sites sometimes seem almost too
redundantly competitive trying to outdo
each other covering what are basically the
same stories. Way back before my Boardwalk days, in the early 80’s, I wanted to
keep my press box privileges at Roosevelt so
I submitted a racing column free of charge
to my hometown Long Beach weekly. After
carrying the column for a month the editor
asked when Roosevelt would advertise, as it
was hard to allocate space to non advertising entities regardless of readership. Roosevelt never advertised. The column was
dropped. I’d imagine a similar scenario
applies to most daily newspapers in racing
areas.
Why don’t we have sponsors? Companies spend mega-millions promoting all
sorts of products and the media mavens are
well aware of what the cost per thousand
in terms of viewership turns out to be. We
no longer have significant on-track attendance to qualify as a potential viewership
audience. Cadillac sponsored the Breeders Crown for a while. They no longer do.
Most of our sponsorship has gravitated to
in-house breeding farms, etc.
Why don’t they watch us? They did in
droves way back when, but they no longer
do except perhaps for our in-house audience via simulcast or TVG, etc. Horsemen
should think about that every time they
race one easy for whatever the reason. Not
that long ago, two well known promotional
sports mavens – Vince McMahon and Dick
Ebersole – created this XFL Spring football league with half-naked cheerleaders,
all sorts of glittering camera angles and
whatever other tidbits they could devise,
on network television no less. When all
the hoopla finally ceased, what remained
was lousy football. It failed. Therefore,
it’s not enough to just televise “the product,” it must be exciting and meaningful.
That said, if we were to somehow implement a “harness racing channel” similar
to TVG, we would at least “be eligible to be
watched”.
Why don’t they show our races? They
did. Remember the American Championship Harness Series on ESPN in which the
producers opted to make harness racing
the sport of the “MTV” generation featuring the odds and evens wager? The very
first program highlighted filly trotters at

I believe The Meadows in which predictably half of each field went off stride; not
overly compelling viewing. Prior to that,
Stan Bergstein and Spencer Ross for years
did the racing from Yonkers or Roosevelt
show on Thursday and Saturday nights on
the WOR network that aired in many cities.
In the 60’s, the legendary Marty Glickman
used to host a racing show from Yonkers
on Saturday nights before the 11PM news.
Every night 1010 Wins, one of the leading
Radio stations in New York, would broadcast the feature race from either Roosevelt
or Yonkers, whichever was open. Not sure
what they did in California but judging
from the crowds and celebrity attendees,
the word was out. The world knew about
Harness Racing back then – big time.
Why don’t they wager on us? They did
indeed! On a typical New York Saturday in
the 60’s, Aqueduct might handle $3.2 million
or thereabouts in the afternoon while Roosevelt or Yonkers might handle $2.7 or $2.8
million that evening. Thus the difference
was a mere plurality not the massive differential between thoroughbred and harness
handle today. Why don’t they wager on us
anymore? That’s obviously a very complex
question with no single answer, but it does
appear thoroughbred bettors are inclined
to believe they’re getting a more ethical
run for their money than do the harness
bettors we no longer have.
Why do they charge me admission when
they’re already making a percentage of
my handle via often prohibitive takeout?
There are those aware of what might be
termed betting inertia in which the body in
betting motion tends to sustain itself until
the money runs out, but there are those who
don’t think that way. Perhaps they should.
This is worthy of further study.
Who judges the Judges? Ultimately the
betting public by their action or lack of it,
though it wouldn’t hurt if racing officialdom as those in other sports are subject to
some form of performance review.
Should racing results ever be changed
after the fact? They don’t change Super
Bowl’s regardless of blown calls. Baseball
never credited a “no-hitter” even after it
was obvious the umpire blew the call. That
said, change results but only if you honor
ALL tickets on the posthumously declared
winner.
If casinos never happened, would harness
be as popular as it was? Personally, I doubt
it. For example, I stopped doing the Orange
Horse tip sheet at The Meadowlands in
the late 80’s-not that I couldn’t still pick
winners but the nightly attendance had so
dwindled that sales became non-existent.
And that was when Casinos were only
located in Vegas and Atlantic City.

Huntsville at the
top of his game
entering Adios
For the trainers of all Adios colts
and geldings not named Huntsville,
his conditioner, Ray Schnittker, offers
a scary report on the status of his Dan
Patch Award winner: “He’s probably as
good as he’s ever been.”
Huntsville is the 7-5 morning-line
favorite in Saturday’s first elimination
(race 9) for the $450,000 Delvin Miller
Adios Pace for the Orchids at The Meadows. Fear The Dragon, another superstar of the 3-year-old pacing division, is
the 7-5 pick in the second elimination
(race 10). First post is 1:05 PM, with the
elims scheduled to begin at approximately 3:45 PM.
The July 29 Adios final anchors a
blockbuster afternoon card that features
six Grand Circuit stakes. First post that
day is noon.
The schedule for elite 3-year-old
pacers can be grueling. Those contesting the North America Cup, the Max
Hempt, the Meadowlands Pace and the
Adios can face up to eight tough races in
as many weeks. Knowing that, Schnittker skipped the Hempt. The time off
refreshed Huntsville, who returned to
win his elimination and the final of the
Meadowlands Pace to push his career
bankroll over $1.3 million.
Thus, when Schnittker indicates
Huntsville is as good as he’s ever been,
he’s referring more to fitness and racereadiness than ability, which is prodigious enough.
Schnittker, who owns the son of Somebeachsomewhere-Wild West Show with
Ted Gewertz and Steven Arnold, said he
jogged the colt lightly this week.
“After those two miles at the Meadowlands, he doesn’t need much,” Schnittker
said.
Tim Tetrick will pilot Huntsville
from post 7, a starting slot that doesn’t
concern Schnittker.
“With the slanted starting gate they
have at The Meadows, post 7 doesn’t
bother me at all,” he said. “I’d like to
leave and get a good two-hole trip. You
don’t want to be on the front all the time
— it wears your horse out.”
Following the Adios, Schnittker said
he would point Huntsville to the Cane
Pace.
The first four finishers in each elimination, along with the fifth-place finisher
with higher career earnings, return for
the Adios final. The connections of the
elim winners will choose their post positions for the final, with the other slots
drawn randomly.

--Evan Pattak (The Meadows)

Wasting the best efforts from our top horses on elimination races
Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast
Why are we wasting our top athlete
superstar’s talent by having them compete
in outdated and Neanderthalic elimination
races? Before I get into that, let’s move into
another sport, recreate the situation and
see just how silly it sounds!
The biggest boxing match in history
is upon us, Conor McGregor vs. Floyd
Mayweather, sure to break every televised
pay-per-view record along with an unprecedented media tour and press coverage.
People only want to see Conor vs. Floyd,
that’s all they are paying for. Now imagine
if Conor and Floyd each had a fight before
this with a lower ranked fighter, and all
they basically had to do was not lose! Would
anyone watch it or even care? They would
absolutely have to take it seriously to not
risk injury, and they would have to go all
out with a mindset to destroy the competitor in front of them. But what a waste of a
fight! Every time these guys set foot in a

ring now is special and they deserve top
billing and marketing, not a wasteful fight
that could shorten their career when no one
is watching!
That’s basically what we do with Harness
Racing elimination races. We waste our top
stars prime races on worthless, insignificant, unbettable and unwatchable races!
Who is going to watch the Adios Elims? Who
watched the Meadowlands Pace Elim? Who
watched the Hempt Elims? We all watch
the finals, they are typically entertaining and good wagering races. Every time
Huntsville, Downbytheseaside and Fear
The Dragon step on the track, it should be
a HUGE DEAL! We should be privileged to
watch these horses compete against each
other. Yet in eight races, we’re only going to
see them compete against each other ONE
TIME! The North America Cup might be
the best race this year, because that’s the
only time the trio races against one another.
Now, why do still have elimination races?
It’s simple . . . horsemen want the chance
to race for big money because they feel they
earned the right to enter a race just because
they paid into the stakes. They didn’t actually earn anything! Most of these horses
that are racing at the Adios and Meadowlands Pace don’t even deserve to be in the
same post parade as those three. These top

races need to be protected and our top stars
need to be protected.
The simplest way to protect is by fastest
record. Here’s what it will do. People like
knockouts, home runs, big shots and long
touchdowns. So give the people exciting
races by putting it right in front of them.
“Watch the time, it matters!”
Early on in the season, these horses will
be gunning for top times in Sire Stakes
races or overnights, making them watchable. There can be a standings scoreboard
list that we can market and promote each
week. The horses can start earlier and
get more rest between finals because they
won’t have these awful elimination races to
deal with.
Now here’s the thing, and this is where
it’s important, if you have a horse that’s left
out of a final, and you’re number 11 on the
list, deal with it! Don’t complain, don’t cry.
Here’s what you do, go train your horse,
enter him in a race, and gun for a better
time! And guess what, we’ll all be watching
your horse, because we want to see competition.
Please tell me who loses in this scenario,
but if your first words are “my horse” or
“me” or “my owner”, I don’t want to listen,
because it’s not about you, your horse or
your owner, it’s about OUR SPORT!

Does regulation really lead to an alternate outcome?
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
There are quite a few words on my mind
following Meadowlands Pace night.
•
Make New Rules
•
Bend The Rules
•
Out of Competition Testing
•
Banned Trainers
•
Integrity
The words above form a common theme
that begs the question: Did all of the advance
warning and extra scrutiny pave the way for
anything marginally different on the track or
were people simply left more confused with
nothing actually changing?
The rules surrounding this year’s Meadowlands Pace demanded that all horses entered
in the race be stabled within a 150 mile radius
of the track. It raised some concerns in
advance, with one particular top 3-year-old’s
connections, Fear The Dragon, not supplementing to the event with at least the suggestion that the restriction was more than the
owners and trainers could allow.
On Saturday I saw trainer Brian Brown,
who though he had left Fear The Dragon in
Ohio, had in fact entered Downbytheseaside
in Saturday’s Meadowlands Pace.
Brown, to his credit, took none of it when it
came to his sophomore pacer that would inevitably go the race of his life while losing in a
close photo to Huntsville in a brilliant Meadowlands Pace final.
“He’s been with “Nifty” (Norman) for the
last two weeks and he’s done a great job with
the horse,” said Brown, confirming that
though he had lived up to the direction of the
Meadowlands on this particular occasion,
that course meant the horse was in someone
else’s care.
Much was made by me personally prior to
the Mistletoe Shalee this past Saturday. In a

string of emails back and forth with Meadowlands chairman Jeff Gural, the discussion
centered around the apparent new trainer
of Agent Q, the eventual odds-on favorite for
the Shalee. Chris Ryder was the listed trainer
for those with a program but he could not
be found at the Meadowlands on Saturday.
Gural’s investigator Brice Cote sent an email
confirming that Agent Q would be tested prior
to the Shalee and that the horse was according to him in the Ryder stable. Cote offered
his glowing opinion of the new trainer in his
e-mail, a bias that must be taken with a grain
of salt in the Good Guy vs. Bad Guy context.
Cote and Gural both agreed to let the
owners of Agent Q change their “listed”
trainer following the filly’s major victory
in the $300,000 James Lynch at Pocono two
weeks earlier. This in spite of a previous proclamation from that track that prohibited the
exchange of trainers within a 30-day window
prior to the event. It was our thought that the
purpose was to prevent so-called “Bad Guys”
like Rene Allard from moving his horses into
more favorable confines before a major race.
The substance of the restrictions and the
shifting of horses prior to a major race put a
lot of additional stress upon the contestants.
Brown was forced to lose contact with a very
valuable horse for two weeks. Aaron Lambert
may or may not have had contact with Agent
Q. The trainer of record throughout the career
of Agent Q does in fact stable at the same
training center as Chris Ryder, so it’s impossible to prove his absence or presence in her
care prior to the race.
So the rules and restrictions applied to these
races caused a shift on caretaking and offered
at least the question on the race program of
who should be responsible for the horses. I
mean Brian Brown is the trainer of Downbytheseaside at least 50 weeks of the year, but the
rules of the race meant he wasn’t for the last
two. Aaron Lambert as well was the primary
conditioner of Agent Q but was not listed on
the track program this past Saturday.
The real issue to me is not the additional
effort to secure a theoretically cleaner prod-

uct, but the question as to did all of this extra
effort change in any respect the product that
we witnessed on the track this past Saturday?
In my perspective it was a big Nothingburger.
Agent Q, despite all efforts to keep her true
trainer off the program and to test her out of
competition, managed to put forth almost the
identical mile she was credited with two weeks
earlier in the Lynch in her dominant performance in the Shalee. Driver David Miller had
almost the identical quote when I asked him
about the filly after the race. “She was really
good,” Miller said minimally on Saturday.
Perhaps the presence of the real trainer on
Saturday would have prevented the caretaker
of Agent Q from being run over by the filly after
the race and getting loose in the back paddock.
Agent Q was indeed full of herself as Miller
tried to unsnap his sulky and the filly fought
with the caretaker, eventually knocking him
to the ground and stepping on him. A calamity
was averted as other horse people rushed to his
aid and gained control of Agent Q.
Downbytheseaside, despite all of the
changes, put in the race of his life finishing
second. No testing or stabling seemed to upset
his past or current performances. Then there
was the victory of Mach It So and trainer Jeff
Bamond Jr, a noted banned trainer from the
past. He managed to find his way to the Meadowlands winner’s circle once again as the
veteran proved himself in the Haughton final,
winning the race for the second time in three
years.
Mach It So has been consistent over the
years. In 2015 he finished fourth in the Franklin at Pocono and came to the Meadowlands to
capture the Haughton at 17-1 odds in his next
start. Two weeks ago he finished fifth in the
Franklin and on Saturday scored at 16-1.
It seems no matter what obstacles are
thrown into the mix, the results on the racetrack indicate that horses’ performances
remain quite constant.
It’s an age-old argument of more regulation
versus deregulation.
Which side should we be on?

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
saratoga (7:05 P.M.)
$260,000 Joe Gerrity Jr Memorial - OP (Race 6)
The Field: 1-Botson Red Rocks; 2-All Bets Off;
3-Somewhere In L A; 4-Sintra; 5-Bit Of A Legend N;
6-Clear Vision; 7-Mach It So; 8-Keystone Velocity
NY Sire Stakes - 3yoCP (Races 1, 4, 5 & 11)
Featuring: Funknwaffles (Race 1); Heaven’s Gait (Race 4)

Meadowlands (7:15 P.M.)
Tompkins Memorial - 3yoC&FT (Races 4 & 7)
Featuring: Overdraft Volo (Race 4)

Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss the $260,000
Gerrity Memorial at Saratoga Casino on Saturday.

Friday, July 21
Philadelphia (12:40 p.m.)
PA Sire Stakes - 2yoCT (Races 3, 4, 12 & 13)
Featuring: Muscle M Up (Race 12); Whats The Word (Race 13)

meadowlands (7:15 P.m.)
Kindergarten - 2yos (Races 3, 4, 8, 9 & 11)
Featuring: Hill Street (Race 8); Grand Teton (Race 9)

Saturday, July 22
the meadows (1:05 p.m.)
Adios Eliminations - 3yoP (Races 9 & 10)
Featuring: Huntsville (Race 9); Fear The Dragon (Race 10)
PA Sire Stakes - 2yoCP (Races 3, 4 & 8)
Featuring: Wild Bill (Race 3); Kwik Talkin (Race 4);
Done Well (Race 8)

hoosier park (6:30 P.M.)
IN Sire Stakes - 3yoCT&P & FP (Races 1, 2, 4, 6, 8-12)
Featuring: JD’s Chancey Gal (Race 8);
Beckhams Z Tam (Race 11)

Sunday, July 23
Ocean Downs (7:05 P.M.)
MD Sire Stakes - 3yoCT & FP (Races 2 & 3)
NY Sire Stakes for 2-year-old colt trotters was scheduled for
Buffalo but has been cancelled due to a tornado hitting the
area. We send our best wishes to the affected horsemen.

Monday, July 24
monticello (12:50 P.M.)
NY Sire Stakes - 2yoCP (Races 3, 5, 6 & 7)
Featuring: My Delight (Race 5)

Ocean Downs (7:05 P.M.)
MD Sire Stakes - 3yoCP & FT (Races 2 & 8)
Featuring: Holy Trout (Race 8)

Looking Ahead
Plainridge (7/28) - $250,000 Spirit of Massachusetts
The Meadows (7/29) - $400,000 Adios
Meadowlands (7/29) - Hambletonian Oaks Eliminations
(All post times are E.D.T.)

